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The most recent RIN stock update (farmdoc daily, May 17, 2017) included an estimate of just over 2 
billion total RINs available for 2017 compliance purposes.  Today, those estimates are updated with 
current data from the Environmental Protection Agency’s EMTS system, and biofuel trade data from the 
Energy Information Administration and the Department of Commerce.   

The potential impact of changes to the Renewable Fuel Standard implementation for the 2014 to 2016 
compliance periods stemming from the July 28, 2017 ruling of the US Court of Appeals are also 
examined. Specifically, alternative scenarios for how the EPA might remedy the situation are examined in 
terms of the ability of obligated parties to use existing RIN stocks to comply with increased mandate 
levels for the 2014 to 2016 compliance periods. 

RIN Stock Estimates Update 

Table 1 reports an update to the previous RIN stock estimates provided in May. The beginning stock 
estimates for 2016 and 2017 have been revised down due to updates and changes to data on non-
compliance retirements, as well as updated trade data. The revisions are quite substantial, with 
reductions of 88 million and 249 million in 2016 and 2017, respectively. The 2016 reduction is driven 
primarily by an increase in denatured ethanol exports reported for 2015.  The 2017 reduction is driven by 
an increase in denatured ethanol exports for 2016 as well as an increase in non-compliance retirements 
for both D4 and D6 RINs for 2016. 

Alternative Implementation Scenarios 

In the August 9, 2017 daily post, Scott Irwin and Darrel Good discussed the Appeals Court ruling which 
found the EPA’s reduction to the renewable fuel volume requirements in their 2015 final rulemaking was 
an incorrect interpretation and application of the “inadequate domestic supply” waiver provision.  As noted 
by Irwin and Good, it is not clear as to how the Court’s ruling will result in changes to the implementation 
of the RFS for the 2014, 2015, and 2016 compliance periods.  Their article defined two alternative 
implementation scenarios which are provided along with the 2015 final rulemaking volumes in table 2. 

The “shuffle” scenario shifts a portion of the advanced mandate to the implied conventional portion of the 
mandate.  Relative to the 2015 final rulemaking, the advanced mandates for each year are lower but the 
total mandate volumes for each year are larger. The “Top Off” scenario assumes that the advanced 
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portion of the mandate remains at the same levels as those in the 2015 final rulemaking, while the total 
mandate is raised for each year. Both scenarios eliminate the waivers of the implied conventional portion 
of the overall mandate, returning them to the original statutory levels outlined in the Energy and 
Independence and Security Act of 2007 (14.4 billion gallons in 2014, and 15 billion gallons in 2015 and 
2016). 

 

 

Relative to the 2015 final rulemaking volumes, the shuffle scenario increases total mandate volumes by 
650 million in 2015, 840 million in 2015, and 120 million in 2016.  This amounts to an expected increase 
of 1.61 billion additional RINs needed for compliance if implementation rules were changed for all three 
years.   

Table 3 provides estimates of the impact on RIN stocks if the shuffle scenario was implemented for 2014, 
2015, and 2016. With the larger total mandate levels in the shuffle scenario, RIN stocks are drawn down 
to just over 400 million by 2017.  The larger conventional mandate component would use up the entire 
stock of D6 RINs while also requiring use of a portion of existing advanced (D4 and D5) stocks. 

 

D-code 2013
a

2014
b

2015
b

2016
b

2017
c

4 353             499             490             423             600             

5 196             35               34               71               256             

Advanced 549             534             524             494             856             

6 2,117          1,016          1,031          972             975             

Total 2,666          1,550          1,556          1,466          1,831          
a
Values taken from EPA's 2013 final rulemaking

b
Adjusted using compliance data from EMTS

c
Uses volumetric mandate from RFS Dec 2015 final rulemaking for 2016

Table 1. Estimated Beginning RIN Stock Values (million gallons) by D-code 

Under Final Rulemaking, 2013-2017

Category 2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016

Cellulosic 0.033 0.123 0.230 0.033 0.123 0.230 0.033 0.123 0.230

Biomass-based Diesel 1.63 1.73 1.90 1.63 1.73 1.90 1.63 1.73 1.90

Advanced Biofuel 2.67 2.88 3.61 2.53 2.77 3.23 2.67 2.88 3.61

Total 16.28 16.93 18.11 16.93 17.77 18.23 17.07 17.88 18.61

Implied Conventional 13.61 14.05 14.50 14.40 15.00 15.00 14.40 15.00 15.00

Table 2. RFS Volume Requirements for the U.S. Under Alternative Scenarios, 2014-2016

2015 Final Rulemaking Shuffle Scenario Top Off Scenario

Notes: These volumes are stated in billion gallons of ethanol equivalents, except for biomass-based diesel 

which is stated in billion gallons of "wet" physical volume terms

D-code 2013
a

2014
b

2015
b

2016
b

2017
b

4 353             499             490             160             405             

5 196             7                 17               -              -              

Advanced 549             506             507             160             405             

6 2,117          1,044          393             -              -              

Total 2,666          1,550          901             160             405             
a
Values taken from EPA's 2013 final rulemaking

b
Mandate volumes under the shuffle scenario in table 2

Table 3. Estimated Beginning RIN Stock Values (million gallons) by D-code 

Under the Shuffle Scenario for 2014-2016
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The top off scenario increases total mandate volumes by 790, 950, and 500 million gallons in 2014, 2015, 
and 2016, respectively.  This amounts to an increase of more than 2.2 billion additional RINs need for 
compliance if implementation rules were changed for all three years. 

Table 4 provides estimates of the impact on RIN stocks if the top off scenario was implemented for 2014, 
2015, and 2016. The increase in the total and conventional component mandates would completely 
exhaust RIN stocks in meeting the larger mandate requirements.  Use of the borrowing provision of the 
RFS would be needed to fulfill compliance needs for the increased volumes for both the 2015 and 2016 
compliance periods. 

 

Finally, the most popular opinion is that the Court of Appeals ruling will only apply to the 2016 compliance 
period, and that the EPA’s remedy will be to simply increase the total mandate by 500 million gallons.  
This would effectively increase the conventional component of the 2016 mandate to the original statutory 
level of 15 billion gallons. Table 5 provides RIN stock estimates for this implementation scenario. Relative 
to the implementation of the 2015 final rulemaking (table 1), the only change is to the estimated D6 and 
total stock availability at the beginning of 2017, which both decline by 500 million gallons. 

 

Summary 

The Court of Appeals ruling against the EPA’s interpretation and application of the “inadequate domestic 
supply” waiver provision in their 2015 final rulemaking suggests that changes to RFS implementation for 
the 2014 to 2016 compliance periods will be required.  What remains unclear is exactly how EPA will 
attempt to provide a remedy.  At one extreme, the ruling may lead to changes which impact all three 
years for which the waiver provision was used – 2014, 2015, and 2016.  However, popular opinion 
suggests the Court’s ruling may only result in changes to implementation for 2016. 

For the shuffle and top off scenarios considered, available RIN stocks would not be sufficient to meet the 
greater compliance requirements if implemented for all three years. If implementation changes are only 
made for 2016, the use of existing RIN stocks to meet the increased compliance requirement of an 
additional 500 million gallons for just 2016 would be more feasible. 

D-code 2013
a

2014
b

2015
b

2016
b

2017
b

4 353             499             490             -              -              

5 196             35               38               -              -              

Advanced 549             534             528             -              -              

6 2,117          1,016          232             (51)              (186)            

Total 2,666          1,550          761             (51)              (186)            
a
Values taken from EPA's 2013 final rulemaking

b
Mandate volumes under the top off scenario in table 2

Table 4. Estimated Beginning RIN Stock Values (million gallons) by D-code 

Under the Top Off Scenario for 2014-2016

D-code 2013
a

2014
b

2015
b

2016
b

2017
c

4 353             499             490             423             600             

5 196             35               34               71               256             

Advanced 549             534             524             494             856             

6 2,117          1,016          1,031          972             475             

Total 2,666          1,550          1,556          1,466          1,331          
a
Values taken from EPA's 2013 final rulemaking

b
Adjusted using actual compliance data from EMTS

Table 5. Estimated Beginning RIN Stock Values (million gallons) by D-code 

Under the Top Off Scenario for 2016

c
Uses volumetric advanced mandates from 2015 final rule, and increases total mandate by 500 

million gallons
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Note that the estimates of the impact on RIN stock levels due to changes to RFS implementation and 
compliance requirements were estimated as if the mandate levels for 2014 to 2016 were adjusted 
retroactively. Put another way, the RIN stock scenarios presented here assume that obligated parties 
would be required to meet greater mandate requirements entirely with existing RIN stock levels.  Given 
the potentially substantial changes the ruling may require, EPA’s remedy is more likely to be implemented 
through adjustments to mandate levels over a period of multiple years.  Thus, those implementation 
changes could potentially be met with a combination of existing RIN stocks and increased biofuel 
production and blending in future years. 
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